In the field of developmental biology, there is compelling evidence for a network of activity of pluripotency and stem-associated genes comprising of Oct4, Nanog and nestin. During neurogenesis, the choice between enhancement versus suppression of transcriptional modulation of these identified genes determines the balance between self-renewal neural stem cells (NSC) and immature neuronal phenotypes. By using immunocytochemistry and RT-PCR techniques, our study aims to address the question whether and to what extent mRNA and protein profiles are expressed in human fetal neurospheres obtained from cortical and striatal brain regions, both in expansion (undifferentiated cells) and differentiation conditions monitored after 1 and 4 weeks in vitro culturing. Our results clearly demonstrate the sustained presence of opposite signals: strong downregulation of Oct4 and Nanog genes in cortical differentiating cells and significant up-regulation for nestin gene both in cortical and striatal differentiating cells. Notably, by immunostaining techniques, Oct4 and Nanog protein expression have indicated the presence of both nuclear and cytoplasmic content followed by their rapid turnover (immediately after 1 week). Moreover, during the differentiation process, dissociated neurospheres displayed unexpected number of nestin positive cells accompanied by a constant level of staining intensity. In conclusion, the present study provides new insights into brain region related features in terms of Oct4, Nanog and nestin expression both at cellular and molecular level.
follow-up (12 weeks) of human ES cellderived NPCs and human fetal derived NPCs brought the unexpected conclusion that the pluripotency gene profile was higher in the first cells at very late stages of maturation whilst protein presence was completely abolished [17] .
On the attempt to clarify the involvement of pluripotency related genes in lineage fate, we carried out the present study on human fetal for 15 minutes and was terminated at 4°C.
Experimental procedures

Culturing of Human Neural Stem Cells
Controls in which the RNA was omitted were also performed, and no product was obtained.
For PCR amplification, 2 µl of cDNAs were added to a 50 µl reaction containing 4µl 10X reaction buffer, 1.5 mm MgCl2, 10 mM dNTPs, Reactions were carried out at 95°C for 3-10 min;
25-40 cycles at 95°C for 30 sec, 53°-59°C
(primer specific) for 30 sec, and 72°C for 30-60 sec, followed by an extension at 72°C
for 7-10 min and termination at 4°C. All cDNAs were amplified in the log-linear phase of PCR by 25-40 cycles. The PCR controls in which either the c-DNA was omitted were also performed.
All primer pairs were designed to span an intron in order to eliminate any contribution from genomic DNA contamination. Primer sequences and annealing temperatures in the present study are summarized in Table 1 .
RT-PCR products were analyzed by agarose This finding is in agreement with the mutual regulatory circuit settled by these two genes in ESC [36] [37] [38] . Surprisingly, the observed decline 
